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Introduction

The Mizmor Anthology 2018 Poetry Collection is truly a celebration of the human spirit both in its particular and universal
dimensions, as well in the intersection between these two
essential poles of the human experience. This offered international
poetry collection is a wide and colorful rainbow expressing the holy
joy of festivals filtered through personal encounter, along with
the lingering pain of past traumas that still afflict our present
conscience.
Auschwitz thus becomes a universal symbol of human depravity
which continues to be replayed with new victims and new
victimizers. We are reminded of the late Eli Wiesel, the great
witness to suffering and custodian of sacred memory. He bemoaned
that humanity failed to learn the lessons of the Holocaust.
No surprise that one’s mother refused listening to Wagner’s music,
another found solace in grandma’s apple pie, yet someone dared
discover the Messiah in Jerusalem’s central bus station. This
garland of poetic inspiration is bound to uplift, console and reassure
us these trying times requiring an extra measure of much needed
spiritual oxygen.

Rabbi Dr. Israel Zoberman

Yong Takahashi
CONTAINMENT
they told me to close my mouth
hoping truths would be dammed up
they told me to close my eyes
dirt swept under ancient rugs
they told me to close my ears
ancestors’ wails temporarily silenced
like a trained parrot they covered
my realities with a dark shroud
as if darkness drowns out sorrow
fooled into thinking day was night
put to sleep during the formative years
convinced stillness was peace
when the captors disappeared from my world
no one told me how to survive
my body vibrated with confusion
nothing stays contained forever
unable to escape my shuttered senses
questions oozed from my pores
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J. R. Solonche
I WANTED TO MAKE A COVENANT WITH THE WIND
I wanted to make
a covenant with the wind
so I went up
to the high space of the hill
the meeting place
of the two roads
and there
I promised the wind
that I would give
the wind
the voice and the motion
of my mind
if the wind promised
in exchange
to give me the motion
and the voice
of its no-mind
in the branches of the birch
and in the curly leaves
of the weeping willow
but the wind
had no interest
in such a covenant
with me
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for the wind
had no use
for my mind's voice
and my mind's motion
It moved in my hair
and moved in my sleeves
and moved in the grass
next to my feet
and moved
in the curly leaves
of the willow
behind me
and moved
in the branches
of the birch
behind the willow
And then I went down
from the high space
of the hill with my covenant
in my hand
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Adrian Schnall
MOTHER WOULDN’T LISTEN TO WAGNER
I’d never heard it.
I mean, I’d heard it
but never heard the hate before:
Mussorgsky’s Pictures at an Exhibition
where he writes about the Jews.
Schmuyle with the high-pitched wheedling voice,
Goldenberg the banker, icicles for fingers.
I’d listened a dozen times,
loved the ugliness in those faces,
loved the ugly oxcart
rumbling on great wooden wheels,
loved his ugly Baba Yaga,
the child-devouring witch.
Then I read his letters:
obbligato loathing and contempt.
Still, what craft!
How he could paint those perfect attitudes
with naked notes tossed in the air.
How he could make them breathe and speak
with nothing but pitch and key and beat.
I’ll listen to Pictures again.
Mother would not approve.
She’d stiffen at the mention of Wagner’s name.
No Lohengrin in her house.
She’d look as though about to spit.
He called us animals.
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He should burn in Hell.
For me he doesn’t exist.
I cannot find it in myself
to carry the burden of spite that far.
Would I feel different if, like her,
I’d heard my father’s first-hand memories
of cousins and Polish schoolyard friends
slaughtered in village massacres?
If I’d heard the radio in ’45
blaring out horrors of Auschwitz and Buchenwald,
and, like her, wept at the thought
that that’s why Uncle Paul did not write back?
Whenever I listen to Lohengrin
I see that look in mother’s eye,
and wonder if somewhere she’s looking down
thinking I’ve betrayed our blood.
Then I listen a little longer
to the glowing harmonies,
and feel a flood of sadness
for all the eyes blinded by hate.
And I wonder what it takes
to wring out a drop
of forgiveness.
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Anna Wysocki-Cronan
AUSCHWITZ: A WALK
Elie Wiesel died yesterday
Nobel Laureate and Holocaust survivor
And here I stand today at Auschwitz
It occurs to me,
Survivors dwindling,
That deniers advance and
Place opportunity back in hate’s unrelenting hands
When blooming all over camp are
Anecdotes of hope
Listen to muted messages of
Glistening voices in menacing murk:
I touch the very barrack Anne Frank rested upon
That fleeting moment
The separation of time dissipates
And we are one.
Both young girls of unlucky descent
One merely misfortuned with a birth in 1929
A small 65 years apart from my own
Microscopic in the grand scheme of time
Subjected to atrocities far greater than mine
Still, her glistening voice remains:
In spite of everything I still believe that people are really good at heart.
I drift through the gates, ARBEIT MACHT FREI
Enter one of dozens of
Monochromatic buildings
Melancholy buildings
Where inside prisoners’ clothing hangs
The Boy in the Striped Pajamas didn’t lie
But the stripes of blue and white
Nearly faded into one color.
Among the display
A glistening voice catches my ear in the form of a sign:
It was on my birthday in 1945
6

When a boxcar pulled up
Swelling with Jews. And a few
Of the kindly Czechs pelleted bread to them
While the Nazi guards demanded they halt
Kindly Czechs pelleted when they refused to stop
The shoes
The room with endless shriveled shoes
A recording finds its focus as I detect a glistening voice:
Survivor bestows knowledge onto young student
“Do you hate the soldiers who murdered those kids?”
“There is a difference between hating and
holding them responsible. I don’t have to like them,
but I don’t hate them. Hate will only destroy
the one hating.”
I stare blankly at the ground, my own shoes glaring back
The survivor’s moral circles my head
I translate his wisdom for my own small life and
In a moment of clarity, enlightenment.
Hate, no matter how slight,
Is the same hate that perpetuated the mass killing that was
The Holocaust
The showers
The showers that promised cleansing but rained Zyklon B
How fitting, the Nazis must have thought, to use a pesticide
But ode to the urn on display that holds
The only remaining ashes of victims
Though not larger than a boxcar wheel
For the fate of all the other ashes, ironically enough, was
Fertilizer
The only way the dead knew how to say
To hate is not the answer.
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Leonard Orr
FLEEING RAN IN THE FAMILY
We were always great fleers, ready
just in case. Two great-uncles had
packed suitcases because times
were perilous. They dragged these
to the living rooms when seders
were held in their neighborhoods.
These fit in so well with the holiday
they seemed part of the tradition, like
reading the Haggadah or eating
the bitter herbs or drinking Manischewitz.
Keep your passports on you, warned
the great uncles, because you
never know. Have cash you could
reach quickly. When my secretive
Brooklyn great-aunts died, it was
learned, to no one’s surprise, they
had over a hundred saving accounts
scattered throughout the City.
This explained the origins of the
eccentric gifts they gave, recycled
from opening new accounts:
plastic covers for fedoras, covers for
galoshes, teapot cozy, purple pens
with purple ink and the aroma of violets.
8

My parents kept envelopes of cash
hidden throughout the house; we
were quizzed on the hiding places.
My father insisted I stay with track
for five years. Running track, he said,
was great preparation for fleeing.
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Sarah Brown Weitzman
CAIN FIRST BORN
My younger brother always so lithe
like his lambs but myself, rough and dark
and bent by the hoe, and him so blond
and always our mother unable to hide
her preferring him for I’d been born
that first winter after Eden. Years later
when Abel appeared, she had enough
milk for him but bitter, bitter was the milk
from the goats I’d been given.
So early I learned to love the earth
yielding its beauty like a reluctant woman.
I plowed my seed and brought the Lord
my offerings, burnt by the sun, plump
figs, apricots, melons, grapes and olives
but Abel chose something soft
like himself and slaughtered it
for the same Lord. That such a thing
so limp and dripping blood
found favor maddened me
and that Abel smiled shielding his eyes
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from the sun to look up at me
just as I struck will be with me
as long as that voice the Lord used
when He called -- worse than the thunder
that frightened me as a child and
she wouldn’t come to me when I cried.
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Sarah Brown Weitzman
HOME
In her eighties
my grandmother wanted to go home
feeling her way along
the walls to get downstairs
coming in her nightgown to clutch me
awake and then out
of my summer vacation bed.
But she didn’t know me
who was ten. She didn’t recognize her parlor
rocking chair or the sofa
throw she’d hooked and knotted herself
nor the pungent oilcloth on the kitchen table
as I led her shuffling
in her slippers to the back door.
Instead something nagged at her
something that said
this is not home.
Home is somewhere
else. Perhaps a place she'd been
well or young in
was what she remembered
more vividly now
than this house
she'd lived in for nearly sixty years.
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I wondered where it was
she had in mind
if it were real
or a place in the past
still standing in her memory
or who she thought might be there
waiting yet
or if it were just a notion
of what home should be.
It didn’t matter.
before we reached the bottom
of the back porch steps,
they stopped us.
I never saw my grandmother
lucid again
but always wanting to find that place
she believed she belonged
and I never knew
if she forgave me
that I couldn’t take her home.
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Sarah Brown Weitzman
A HISTORY OF BLUE
Absolute and unambiguous as black
that first blue God might have scraped
from a rainbow in the prism of his mind
deep and pure as midnight before
later incestuous mixing and mezzotints,
a cobalt so copious it ran like smalt
into the oceans, the Nile and the Danube.
Quickly diluted, it was sucked up
into the glaciers to burst out again
like azurine in the Aegean, then to glow
neon in a grotto near Capri, visible still
in scallop shells, oysters, fish and crabs
while that original cyan thinned out
across the sky to a faint wraith
of itself we see on the lips of the dead.
Yet the moon took up the color
for special occasions and double visits
as did peacocks and robin’s eggs, herons
and jays, the blue fox, cornflowers, irises,
the dark navy of the chow’s tongue.
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No blue was found in the earliest cave paintings
but Babylonian friezes used turquoise bricks.
Then came the lapis lazuli and sapphire goblets
of the pharaohs who worshiped equal gods
of red fire and yellow sun, later Virgin Mary blue
translucent in sunlight in the stained glass
in thirteenth-century churches. From the woad
herb and mollusks netted in the Mediterranean
huge vats of royal blue dye gave rise to forbidden
or permitted clothing. Then Murano glass,
cheese mold, Bluebeard, architect’s prints,
Prussian blue coats, the slate blue of mountains
in the distance, distance itself, Wedgwood
bice, Persian blue, huckleberries, Gainsborough’s
boy’s beryl suit, French blue faience, bruises,
Worth’s perfume Je Reviens, Canadian spruce,
the metallic teal Georgian silver casts,
the tint of blue in fresh snow, the fairy
in Pinocchio, a period of Picasso’s, fountain
pen ink, first-place ribbons, husky’s eyes,
Concord grapes, shrimp’s veins, overalls,
lagoons and lakes, a hint in skim milk,
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shadows in impressionists' paintings,
wash bluing, Kentucky grass, diamonds,
Windex, in Mondrian’s limited palette, rare
steaks, the shine on steel, tattoos, clouds
before a storm, this planet seen from space,
a Raggedy Andy doll in its frayed and faded
blue shirt and pants, the only possession
that came with me from the orphanage
to where then he was thought too shabby
and boyish for a little girl. While I slept,
they replaced him with fancy pink dolls
in frilly white lace and a soft black lamb
but it’s that Raggedy Andy blue
I’ve been trying to find all my life.
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Sarah Brown Weitzman
THEY WHO ONCE
They who once rivaled the clouds in meanings
of many smokes and brought down the buffalo
are now reserved on a granted ground
where in the town, his wife, Laughing Eyes,
is called Maria and he is just a Johnny.
Here they drag themselves like broken ponies
to force a poor soil that sucks the color
from their lives and yields finally this pale stuff.
Here they’ve become old but not elders.
Here their sons drink in new tradition.
Here their daughters lie with pay-day men
from the factories where the mocking smoke
of the white man’s waste rises up and roams free
mindless and mute to massacre the earth.
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Sarah Brown Weitzman
THE STONE READER
Is there only one? I ask finally.
She looks straight at me
delicate traceries of a branch
of veins in the whites of her eyes
like cracks in the glaze of old china.
Not sure. Could be more
than many. But I think yes. Only one.
She lifts a gray boulder close
to her chest in a sort of embrace.
We may be in Arizona, the mountains
an orange patience in the hazy distance.
No touch red ones, she reminds me.
They remember pain.
I think of that man in New England
centuries ago crushed by slabs
of stone because he would not plead guilty
or not guilty at his trial.
In the beginning I believed
it was gold she was after
but granite, limestone, shale, sandstone
seem all the same to her, mottled,
speckled, streaked, chipped or ridged.
She knows which ones carry spells.
She showed me once an oblong
18

of obsidian, deeply cracked.
Blackbird’s soul got out.
Fossil, I want to tell her
but she’s stubborn.
Today she’s arranged them
by their tones, some ring
like metal or clang like bass notes
most just clack or thud.
Maybe it’s crystal she wants
though she scoffed at the picture
I showed her cut gems big as nuggets
of seeds she picks out of her teeth.
Mica flecks reflect the moonlight.
She says she dreams
even after she wakes
and that she’d like to die
inside a circle of great stones
that give off light.
I’ve never seen one, my turn to scoff.
No see can still believe. Still stubborn.
Perhaps she’s right.
Perhaps there’s no mystery but one:
a child’s first why and the last
why on the lips of the dying.
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Richard Schiffman
SUNDRY HUNGERS
In the dream, a woman swallowed-- one after the other-the stars. Some are hungrier than others.
Poets, for example, plunge their big dippers daily
into the Milky Way skimming off the lyrical cream.
The pudgy child god, Krishna, stole butter from mother Yashoda’s
curd pots. Shiva, by contrast, churned the ocean of nectar
with the paddle of the Himalayas. Poison wafted to the top.
He quaffed it straight without a chaser, almost died,
like Christ for our sins, turned blue instead. Krishna-- go figure-blushed the same alarming hue gorging on all that butter.
While the Buddha, hungry for abstention, ate practically nothing.
No wonder he, too, turned a sickly shade, until the farm lass Sujata
hand-fed him curds and curries, and he became enlightened
and fetchingly rotund. The Israelites gathered manna from heaven,
but never stopped complaining demonstrating
that if you are hungry for deception, even nectar tastes like poison.
Jesus said, “Blessed are the famished, for they shall be fed.”
Catholics eat his body and blood in church.
I wonder if it tastes like the stars. I wonder if God, grown tired
of swallowing stardust, hungers for the strong meat of the living.
During our yearly Seder, horseradish comes before the roast chicken.
The bitter is a prelude to the sweet. My mother feasted
on the gristly pupiks. They were her manna.
She never complained.
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Richard Schiffman
PASSOVER
Same crew as last year in Sandy’s parlor
with its low ceiling and burnished walnut fittings
reminiscent of a ship’s galley. Mutinous, as usual,
chafing at the matzo, maror and bitter herbs-the routine questions, answers, prayers and songs,
as Richard strains to keep us on the same page
as tradition. But the ship is drifting into giddy,
irreligious waters, no longer salt, but cloyingly
sweet, in which we dip and double dip
in levity what our forebears shed in tears,
or smeared in blood upon the doorway,
when death came sailing down the Nile.
Ten drops of Manischevitz for the plagues on Egypt,
horseradish to prick the tongue with Pharaoh’s
lash. Bread left unleavened for the quick escape
into the desert, where freedom cost us more
than bondage ever did: forty parched and famished
years, which we commemorate with a feast
when the caustic condiments are done.
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Wilderness Sarchild
APPLE PIE
—after Li-Young Lee

First, my brother and I would pick the fruit
from our neighbor’s apple tree,
then get in the car with our parents
and ride across town
to our grandmother’s house.
She only spoke Yiddish
but it was not hard to understand
her delight at seeing a bushel basket
of apples being carried into her kitchen.
She set to creating her pie,
rolling pin smoothing the soft dough
with the same loving dedication
that she used to brush out her long grey hair
each night after loosening it
from its tight daytime bun.
Had you entered her kitchen that afternoon,
you would have seen an old Russian woman
singing while she sprinkled cinnamon,
a little on top of the pie,
a little in a young girl’s mouth.
Had you followed that girl
who still loves cinnamon,
you would have arrived here
where I lay beside my husband
in bed and he wonders aloud
what it would be like to bake
chocolate chips into an apple pie.
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See how I salivate myself to sleep
How the next morning I am still
in his dream of melted chocolate and
soft apples resting in a nest
of flour, oil, egg and cinnamon.
Watch as he carries the memory of his idea
throughout the next day and after dinner
begins bringing his masterpiece to fruition.
I was 12 when my grandmother
baked her last pie and mopped her last floor.
I did not hold that pie on its plate
and think, “this is the last time.”
I did not know her heart was breaking.
I did not lift up my pie and cry,
“Death is coming!”
I did what a child does
when she is fed something delicious.
I ate every last bite.
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Joanne Jagoda
WELCOMING THE SHABBATH BRIDE
the golden sun fades
we shut off I-phones, dim computer screens
stillness descends with stuttering reticence
eagerly waiting for you to cross our threshold
anticipating your grand entrance
growing impatient like petulant children
yearning for the sweet light you bring
Sabbath bride, exquisite one
heal the fissures of our broken week-day hearts
strained by the realities of this crazy world
slow the hectic pace of our lives
even for these few hours
as we revel in your gifts
elevate our ordinary souls
help us ascend your ladder to the sublime
fill us with the shining spirit of the Divine
infuse us with the delight of the Sabbath
which has forever sustained our people
like the most precious manna
let us taste a morsel of the world to come
Sabbath bride, we welcome you
with wide-open arms
Lecho dodi likrat kaloh
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Stephen Nielsen
MENORAH
Beside a stream
a cottonwood sheds its leaves.
Amidst many, one with
seven branching veins,
outlined purest gold.
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Steven Sher
OUTSIDE THE CENTRAL
BUS STATION IN JERUSALEM
The Messiah could arrive on the next egged bus.
He could be walking right beside you now,
swept along by sudden wind, an entourage of clouds,
shepherding blessings across the earth,
dispersing dust like mercy.
Outside the Central Bus Station,
disheveled sages sitting at the city gates
behave like men of great distinction.
One evokes the sukkah and the fragile life we live,
a cardboard box over his head
to block late summer sun. One stretches
along the sidewalk, a plastic cup of shekels at his side,
head resting on a sole flat stone
in place of a pillow, this unbathed
Jacob chasing dreams.
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Steven Sher
BOYS GATHERING WOOD
FOR THE LAG BA’OMER FIRE
For weeks we watch them
dragging branches, gathering sticks
they'll poke into the smoking ribs;
piling thick green limbs
the flames will lick and char
in shopping carts and strollers;
hauling wooden pallets gleaned
from vacant lots and loading docks;
weathered lumber stripped
from littered sites under construction;
discarded cardboard, dry palm fronds
and giant pine cones: a cache
of prized grenades they've stacked
that dreams can detonate.
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Steven Sher
MY GRANDMOTHER’S HAT
—New York City, 1925

A roar went up around the dock and all he saw,
meeting wife and children left behind four years before,
was the hat she wore, modest daughter, proper wife.
They don’t wear these in America.
When he grabbed it off her head and tossed it
into the turbulence stirred by their arrival,
into the oily harbor of New York,
they watched it swirl, the water churning,
like a Jew who struggles to embrace
his fate: circling slowly, gamely battling
brackish currents, slipping with the weight
of judgment fast beneath the ship.
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Linda Werbner
FALSE MEMORY
To this day—
We disagree about ownership of this memory
My sister and I
Who was the one who really saw the milky silent apparition
Of our grandmother Sophie Rebeccah
Appear at the foot of the bed, touch a toe, and then dissolve
Into a shimmering rain of moon dust
As I shivered with fear and peed my pajamas
We were 4 and 5 then
Abruptly, our father left our world of bubble gum and Barbies
After a hushed phone call in the early morning
A suitcase was packed and then he disappeared for
Seven days to sit in her cluttered apartment with my aunt and uncles
The mirrors covered, candles burning, clocks stopped,
Casseroles waiting on the table.
Our little minds could not understand such a cosmic departure.
Many years later, on a train to Boston,
I am reading The Book of Departures:
Deathbed Wisdom of the Hasidic Masters.
I learn that three days after release,
the soul is lost and confused and
Hovers near the body until soul root, when it fuses with G-d.
Perhaps my sister and I witnessed soul root that disputed night
Or perhaps this is just a case of the mirror neuron at work
Empathy and experience taught through mimicry
I like to think that this was the former: a celestial reunion in
Gan Eden.
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Immanuel Suttner
FIRST RIGHT
At my father's hastily
cobbled together funeral
where a well-meaning rabbi
who had never met my dad
officiated
the men, as is the orthodox custom,
were invited to each
throw in a few shovels full
of soil into the fresh grave
to participate in the mitzvah
of burying the dead, and once the grave
was mostly filled, and the mourners, both
men and women
had begun to walk away
my sister, breathing
hard from the exertion
and a struggle long
fought, picked up the shovel,
bent,
alone
against the darkening
sky
and added a few more
loads of
reclaimed earth,
determined
despite
being excluded
to include herself
in this last
and first rite
30

Immanuel Suttner
THE LOVE THAT HAS NO NAME
once
there was a lake
without shores
without water
without words
that was very still
and silent
and on its surface
which was so clear
one could see
it was bottomless
the entire universe
is reflected
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Baruch November
NUMEROUS DISTILLAIONS
“I want to bleed you,” yelled a thirty-something
man in the middle
of sabbath morning prayers
in our small basement synagogue,
and when we turned to him,
he was looking down at the pages
of his small white Sephardic prayer book
as though someone else
had yelled out those words.
This was his second time drunk in our prayers.
I wondered if he meant to hurt G-d,
himself, or the congregation.
But the Torah was read, the divine scent
of cholent claimed the room,
old men whispered of hunger,
young men hoped women could be found
behind lacy dividing curtain.
When the prayers ended, I asked the one
Who cried out, what was wrong?
He replied in a babble that he was a man inflamed,
that no one takes a joke anymore,
that he was very good with most younger women,
and he just got this brand
new dark blue suit.
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His green eyes then flashed with greater
mischievous light. Next, he drank all
the vodka directly from the bottle, cackling, before
anyone could stop him.
Once he left, someone’s mother went on and on about how
the man had grown up wealthy, in a good family, so how could
this happen? how can we help?
But no one can tell
how many prayers,
threats, or comforts
it takes to distill
lasting happiness
from the sad flow
of some lives.
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Baruch November
THE COLD PRAYER OF EXILE
The first snowfall softens the hard
bruises of the city.
It lulls doormen to slumber.
It robs the sky of any possible bird.
Dark of night matching his garb,
the old rabbi stands outside his temple,
so tired he almost believes
this is manna softly visiting
the back of his neck,
the bare maples, the salted roads.
He cries, “Sweeping angel of return,
sweet palm of retrieval, take us
from these strange lands:
your frayed prophets,
limp beggars, devout students,
broken scribes, old Sabbath lovers,
and misled seeds.
On the hills of Jerusalem,
blowing with hot winds,
scattered with seething sandstone,
please thaw out these long
shivering souls and let
endless night die.”
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Baruch November
NIGHT DIVIDED BY SOUNDS
The Talmud explains every night
divides into parts.
Each section marked by a sound:
One, the braying of a donkey.
Two, the howling of dogs.
Three, the puckering of a baby
on his mother's breast.
Finally, night closes with the mother
speaking to her husband.
But what of the that sad man,
one might inquire, who has not
a wife?
For him, it must be that night
keeps on howling.
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Baruch November
A GREAT THIEF’S PRAYER
Hard stolen black rolls line my belly.
I am the thief of the ghetto,
raiding dark cabinets of the dead
and dying to give better lives
to the living—mainly myself
and my boys. It is a cruel labor
somehow I always seem to manage.
Yet where has all the liquor
and sweet butter gone?
Months have passed since either
graced my long tongue.
Even when I chance upon
the odd delicacy, my life
has that strong bitter flavor
of an iron wheel sunk down
a closed well of stale water,
ruined with rust, about to
crumble softly into nothing-so please Lord, do visit
this torn side of Warsaw.
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Baruch November
CONTINENT OF DEAD SHULS
They are diseased trees, the swaying dead,
long cut into, carved out, rotted through,
sprigs torn, branches ripped,
crowns lopped off, standing still;
they are the unused.
Or they were once turned
into a garage for tanks,
like the huge shul in Florence,
while someone was watching
from a window across
the beautiful square
not even bothering
to sneeze.
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Baruch November
THE LOST CABALIST
1
She has a definite mysticism
unto herself. Parts of her
ankles and knees dimple
when she bends,
consuming all light
in their creases until
there is nothing,
except what might be
inside of her.
A wine glass finds her lips
the same way
the ridges of Death Valley
cradle the sun just before
it has risen— or fallen
from sight.
And when she’s just scribbling a note
or searching for her keys,
her fingers flutter as if soft,
startled thrushes with plumage
so bright their contours
merge with sunlight.
2
She recalls the starlit river
of your former lives,
says you met there before
the old country was old,
to escape those who’d murder
everyone they did not want
to understand.
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Was it Hungary, Lithuania,
or the outskirts of Prague?
Wherever it was,
it was not
this cold, the air never burned
in your nostrils,
and the everyday people
always tried
to see G-d’s scaffolding
around everything.
3
She bats her long eyelashes,
almost lets you
kiss her, almost allows you
a precise reading
of the cabbalistic text
wrinkled into her
heavy lips, which have
always defied
close translation.
It is of no matter—
she closes that book early
before you can
put its words
to your own lips,
claiming with anger
you should have known
that you’re living in the past
and the past can be
touched by no one.
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4
Burning, you withdraw,
And when you have cooled,
you’ve become a golem,
wandering a wilderness
of other masters, other cabbalists,
other measures, anything
to stifle the feeling
of starving that is
really just you
looking for another
as if there could be a second
impossible one
to brand your mind
with the terrible line
between being alone
and not alone.
5
Ages grind away.
You are twice your age,
forced to wonder if
your intended’s lineage has been
broken long before
she could ever have existed—
her ancestors rounded up
at Babi Yar or some place
missing from the map, which,
if you found it now,
wouldn’t hold one
Jewish headstone
as solid as
the stronghold
loneliness itself
has carved
around you.
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Deborah Saltman
BERESHIT
There was a time
Before the morning breakfast hour
When we swam together at the Lido
The currents of our opposing laps
Stroking below the surface
And yet
Even there
Within the safety of the tiles
We were afraid to be swept up
Towed out to sea and
Dropped to drown
Or deposited
Head first into the muddy moment
There to suffocate
Afterwards
When we made our exits
To the airy café
Devouring foreign coffee
And a slice of tabloid life
On the side
We wondered what had we divided into?
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Joshua Sassoon Orol
TORAH SERVICE
The reader – six-foot, balding,
ghost-rim glasses on the forehead –
unravels the two-fisted scroll
in front of the congregation
and we all know our ancestors
intended prayer to smell
of mammalian death.
It takes a strong set of shoulders
to lift the stories this way
arms out like a yoke
wooden handles thrust overhead.
We are anointed in his grunting.
I stand below with the penitents
in our suits and perfume
but I want to mount the schtender
and break his chant
rub fingers on black ink
until it chafes off the skin.
Parchment: to create
an utter thirst.
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Thirst for sheep’s grease,
and self-recognition
in the bible of wanderlust.
Thirst for stories
that crumble when touched.
Thirst for standing in a suburban chapel
cud chewing prayers
This is the book that Moses placed
on the mouth of god, Amen.
Moses’s sandy hand
the scroll that smells like meat
god’s chapped lip-How much will He bite off this time?
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Joshua Orol
ESTHER
Chosen by the King of Persia
from every virgin in Shushan,
Esther, the hidden one,
does not reveal her nation or her birth.
Does she sleight her Jewish behind her sex appeal?
Or maybe she tucks the frayed hem of her poverty
beneath her waistband as she approaches the palace?
How withered are the pink blind roots of wandering
she buries in the walled garden? How old the god
she rolls under loose soil to become royal?
Whatever she hides, she hides it twice. The first time
it’s her nation and then her birth, as if to make it
through round one of the virgin ball,
she can be poor, she can be orphaned,
but she had better be home grown.
After the crown is placed on her head,
still oiled by the last queen’s scalp,
maybe with a black hair wound
around the center sapphire, she hides again
now her birth before her people,
proving that once you’ve worn a gold silk dress
and carried a ruby too large to swallow
it’s better to be caught blackhanded but shining;
then let them see how easily you walk
naked of jewels.
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Bruce J. Berger
ABOUT TAMAR AND ME
I picked her for my firstborn because of her beauty
her long, thick black hair
her limpid amber eyes
her mouth, which looked as if it would suck a man dry,
her lips moist and beckoning
her musical, delightful, and utterly unique voice.
When he died, I forced my second to marry her,
and it made me sick
to watch him waste his seed.
I hid my third when the second died.
Wanting her for myself, I walked to her town, enlarged with need.
She played harlot when I came,
But her veil could not hide her eyes,
or her voice.
I knew her.
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James Gering
AARON’S NIGHTMARE AFTER BOOKING FOR POLAND
Steamy caress of bath water on soft soapy skin,
plump cherry in the mouth, newspaper cast wide.
O, yawn, O, monotony…
The door splinters off its hinges – crack and spit
of air, boot stamp, gun clank, five faces snarling
in the shadows of helmets.
A driving kick shatters the cherry bowl
off the wall, shards flying, and a henchman
slams a gun butt into Aaron’s face.
Crunch of cheek bone, jolt of pain, black print
running in the water. Steely hands wrench him up
sopping pink, crumpled face on fire.
He spews cherry remnants onto a thug’s boot.
You pig, the thug shouts, swinging a kick into Aaron’s
guts. They drag him naked,
banging off walls, down steps, into a box car
stuffed with chosen people reeking of incredulity.
A freight train screams in the night.
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James Gering
AUSCHWITZ KEEPSAKE
Tying a lace in the Birkenau meadow,
I chanced on a birch twig lying there.
Beyond the gas chambers and crematoria,
there was a pond in the grass cordoned
off by white rope. A sign said no photos
– the sludgy green water held the ashes
of half a million chosen people.
I stood dead still, mind collapsing
before this gash in the ground
never to close, this wound never to heal.
And under a sky whirling with flame
and ash, Munchian faces goaded me
under the rope to the edge of the water.
Rain sluiced my tears into the soil.
Gripping the twig tight, I reeled away
from the murky eye staring defiantly
out of the earth. And the birch in my palm
tattooed blue-black marks into my flesh.
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James Gering
NOT WHAT HITLER HAD IN MIND
When the snow season ended
in the Austrian alps,
my younger son flexed
his Jewish curiosity for a visit
to Auschwitz.
“Choose a book
from the gift shop,” I said.
He picked Viktor Frankl’s
Man’s Search for Meaning.
After, he went to Bavaria,
took a job in a beer garden.
His bicycle commute skirted
Dachau concentration camp,
Frankl in a panier.
Josh worked
with German youth,
and then they toured the free
countries of Europe together.
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Brad Jacobson
SIVAN, ALONE
Seven times, she
Circles her hands over the candle flames
Dreams of a camel ride in the Negev
Finishes work by noon every Friday
Buys salmon and challah at the shuk
Sings like an Old World Oriole
to welcome the Shabbat Queen
Wax drips mirror her tears
Cooks the fish with cut-up potatoes,
rosemary, paprika, and black pepper
Sits next to her grandmother’s empty wooden chair
Says the Kiddush and drinks a cup of wine
Doesn’t touch the light switch
Follows Shabbat with her whole heart
She feels a small piece of heaven
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Rose Bromberg
DIRECT LINE
Beyond the whiff of camel,
a wail from a minaret; falafel
stands, cafes, pushcarts, market vendors
higgling; olives, apricots, dates and nuts,
pungent scents of dark coffee and savory meats,
through narrow, cobbled streets
down
stone
steps.
In front of the Western Wall,
her hair nestles under an earthen
scarf; dress, a woven pink cotton,
long-sleeved and loose, hangs;
hem caresses the tops of her sneakers.
She murmurs in Hebrew.
Slender fingers
cradle a cell phone.
Glint of silver
sparkles.
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Rose Bromberg
HUNGER
The spicy tabouli and sticky
tahini passed from his lips
to mine the night we kissed
and slept on lush soil
near En Gedi where ibex
and conies roam, the starry sky
skirting the limestone cliffs
like the flowing waters
dividing the palms.
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Justin Groppuso-Cook
THE SYNCOPATED V, ADAGIO
Time held me tight / I measured my days /
In a drunken stupor / Hibernated /
Built up my earwax / Lit my fingertips /
Like a wick / I damned my tear ducts /
With the heel of my palm / I remind myself /
How heavy the gift / Of sight can be.
This is that / Which I died from /
Over & over & / Over again until fear /
Left me to drink / From the reservoir /
Within, a fountain, a spring, dolce—
the clearing yawns / A river-valley,
sempre più / An after-love-making stillness /
Where there is / No such thing / As you
or I only us & / Our pores sharing /
The same beads / Of sweat in awe like
/ Humankind first / Recognizing their handprints on cave walls / Their reflections
/ On the water’s surface / As the rest /
Of the world rippled / Off into a passing
/ Blue, glissando. Our bones & syllabic feet /
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Dance with the meter / Of steps our address
/ Where we stand / Speak: fortissimo /
Of movement / Unashamed we conduct
/ A symphony of crickets / Sequences /
Of DNA the syncopated / V of a flock
/ Of geese above / The Earth a fermata we hold /
The in-between / Of everything / Orchestra
of my being / Moving as it will, rubato
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Justin Groppuso-Cook
THERE’S A LULL
As you come down from the dunes.
The crabgrass stands
still along the shore where patterns
of tide sift beneath your feet
as you walk into the lake, wade,
gargle it & spit back
the night’s reflection that
evaporates the blue, the sweat
of our eyelids, slippery
promises between twisted fingers,
the residue of our words
on each other’s lips. You wake up
floating as the empyrean
streams between your ears
washing ashore on another beach
where there’s a car parked
with the headlights on
so you get in but everything
is hard, real hard, but you sink
into the discomfort of
the driver’s seat anyway, sink
into the springs. Roll down
the countryside & windows
to let in the darkness.
You don’t even have the radio on
& it’s not hot or cold or much
of anything at all so you
drive real slow, coast: listen
to the gravel road crackle
beneath your tires & splinter off.
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Edwin Segal
SARAH
—Genesis
No one asked me; they never did.
I got passed around or told who
I am: sometimes wife, sometimes sister,
sometimes both, but never myself.
They all ignored me until I
bore a child and gave him an heir,
but still I served the food while he
argued with the voices in his head,
but never thought to talk with me.
I was alone, mothering his
son, making sure his line lived on,
even when he brandished the knife.
He had two, but one was not mine,
so I sent him out to become
his own nation, with bow and spear,
building a kingdom to be feared.
I am great grandmother of clans
who became a people driven
by the words echoing in his head,
so they still don’t talk to me.
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Justin Groppuso-Cook
PEAKS OF ETERNAL LIGHT
Candle wax burns down Night Our flame aligns
as we lay Glow-in-the-dark Stars
above us The ceiling Our painted empyrean
A landscape of shadow Dazzling—
the ebb & flow of flesh-bone
Angels unfolding Origami wings Nestled A feather bed
Fall through fingertip / eyelash:
splashing pupil Exhale Our reflections Undisturbed.
My iris Topaz sun:
never to set or rise only burn
Melting a way
Forging starlight into onethousand paper cranes.
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Justin Groppuso-Cook
HERE I AM
We’re made of moving,
but people are always
trying to keep
things in their place.
If you stay in motion,
you’re standing
still. I pirouette
on a horizon, one half
of my shawl
tattering like a pyre
/ the other circulating
as rain; the frays
& fibers that mingle
with the tapestry
of being. I am
the foreground
& the landscape.
This is everything.
We conceive ourselves—
that is the first deception.
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Nancy Lubarsky
BUDAPEST: SZIMPLA KERT RUIN BAR, 2018
We arrive early. Soon this place will be
stifling, packed with hipsters. But for now
we have a table to lean on. I keep my eye on
the twenty-somethings. The tattoos, the t-shirts
with graphics and pithy sayings, the hair—part
shaved with sharp angles. They wander in for cheap
beers and cocktails, lean against the bars, built with
worn doors. The brick walls—shell of an old apartment
building—reach up several stories. A freestanding
staircase, fashioned from wrought iron fences, leads
toward a roofless second floor. Absorbed in each
other’s banter, they don’t see the shadows or ghosts
that seep through fissures and cracks. They don’t hear
stories, voices—the full lives of previous tenants, who
lived too far south to hear box cars whistle through
Prague, or learn if there was any truth to the rumors.
Hitler, in his last desperate days, had no time to
transport Jews to the camps. They were marched from
these walls, through these doors, past these fences, until
they were lined up along the Danube, tied together for
eternity with a simple rope. One gunshot and they
tumbled in. All that remains—worn shoes, in various
shapes and sizes, left on the shore. Now, cast in
time—an iron monument to senseless death.
Ruin Bars – bars in the old Jewish quarter of Budapest,
fashioned out of hollowed, bombed out apartment buildings.
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Nancy Lubarsky
SPARKS OF HOLINESS
A curl of bacon sizzled in a
newly purchased skillet. In
1958, at age two, my weight
dipped below the standard.
The pediatrician assured my
parents that bacon would
fatten me up, but as we left,
Dr. Goldstein gripped my
mother’s arm and whispered:
the treyf – keep it separate.
They had this Jew’s consent;
But would an iron pan protect
them – keep my family bonded
to the generations since Moses
who banned together for strength
and support, yet remained separate –
as they were exiled to deserts,
expelled from villages, wrenched
from shetls, to eat only foods that
released sparks of holiness, that
provided sustenance to follow God’s
laws? So, as I gained weight, my
parents’ kosher home slowly
unraveled; their strength was in a
healthy child; they gave up the rest.
Treyf - non-kosher food
Sparks of holiness - from Jewish mysticism
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Nancy Lubarsky
THIS FIDEL
The turquoise convertible, with the 1950’s
flair, drops us at a broken sidewalk in front
of El Patronato. Through locked metal gates
we see the paneled doors carved with the
twelve tribes of Israel. Years before, fifteen
thousand Cuban Jews caught whiff of a new
dictator, another upheaval. Most paddled or
flew to seek asylum. Those who remained
stayed silent. Left with nothing but their
birthright, they whispered it to their children.
This Fidel opens the gate, welcomes us. He is
bald, clean shaven, no army fatigues. Born
and raised in Havana, he maintains this
sanctuary with meager resources, waits for
the rabbi to circle back every few months. He
points to the gifts – siddurs in English and
Spanish, a Torah scroll from Livingston, New
Jersey, other tzedakah. He shows us Steven
Spielberg’s picture captioned with It reminds
me why I am proud to be a Jew. Next to it, the
other Fidel’s photo, finally celebrating Hanukkah,
This Fidel accepts toiletries stowed in our backpacks,
places them on makeshift pharmacy shelves.
We pose for pictures with him.
siddur – Jewish prayer book
tzedakah – charitable donations
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Jenny Griffin
BIRKENAU
We walked through the gates
On a hot June day
Clouds gathering overhead.
A hush
A lone boxcar
Just like in the movies
Its doors locked
Holding in its secrets.
The selection point
Here on the crunching gravel
Barbed wire on either side.
Tall trees planted long ago
Now shield
The rack and ruin, crumbling brick and stone
And ash
Slabs leaning at unnatural angles
Buckling under the weight of history
Young men draped in flags with blue stars.
A pool
Small and unassuming
Where the ashes were poured
Back into the water, the earth
There is no escape.
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Alex Mirrer
CHASING YAMAKAS
Lingering salt from the lox
sucks all remaining water
from the squamous lining my mouth.
It’s too cold to salivate.
My mid-century cousin ushers us in,
“How are you Alex, Emma?”
“Frank, you made it!”
“Judy, Gene, you look great.”
He smiles through reddened eyes.
Same mannerisms, same smile,
Aged eyes.
The eyes of a man who’s outlived his mother
have already unpacked their things.
The former have no place in those sockets anymore.
This is how he grieves.
Shame: for laughing on the drive over,
“Walking on sunshine” with Katrina and the Waves,
shoving shoulders for car space with my sister,
reading up on the latest news from Syria:
as airstrike, chemical weapons allegedly used against civilians.
Did you know she died on National Holocaust Remembrance Day?
Remember the years that pillaged Europe’s Mirrers?
No one left to bury them.
I know them all through memories
that may just be stories,
like the soft melodies
woven from beneath the pads of Gilda’s fingertips
on the mini grand piano in the good living room,
with me on her lap.
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Just years before she couldn’t remember her brother,
a decade before heaven reunited her with her parents,
and generations of deceased Mirrers, natural, holocaust,
though, thank you, thank you, God, she still has to wait on her brother
As my Uncle Bruce with the sad eyes relays to us,
He saw the family reunion in a dream that Wednesday night.
I could tell: David cried.
Like his brother, same greetings,
same smile, but
salty tears lap at the shores of his eyes,
overflowing the levy underneath,
orbing on thinning eyelashes,
carving around the crevice of his nose.
Drops crash, waves onto sandy stubble,
high tide, low tide–ebb, flow.
Family is everything to him.
“We’re family,” he says to me,
“And family’s got to stick together.
It means so much that you’re here.
Your mom couldn’t make it?”
Lips pursed, seeped in sadness,
“I’m glad you’re here.”
Family members pass around embraces,
hard and long, pulling each other in,
keeping each other safe,
out of the cold wind for a millisecond,
hugging each other back to life,
but only the love,
that oozing love,
exuding from the pores of every mourner
reaches Gilda. Nothing can undo the cold
of a body whose spirit’s transcended.
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It’s strange: should we not be happy?
But we miss and we mourn,
looking perpetually for the warmth of another
to reinforce our own heartbeats.
Gentleman of the Hearse,
with idiosyncrasies and nonblack dress of construction workers
lower her casket, a star of David adorning the upper third,
into the seven by four plot next to her late first husband, Stevie Scharf.
All of us wonder who convinced Morris to let her lay here,
Her husband, silent, doesn’t greet a sole.
I’m told he stood in front of me during the service.
He never turned.
I only know my great step-uncle
by the stiff grey of his number-three haircut,
and the momentary embarrassment
of thinking him a man of the Hearse.
I still don’t know his last name.
Rabbi Steven Moss, a cousin by marriage,
shuffles through passages of the Torah,
picking through to Psalm 23.
He pins down the loose-leaf of his speech
between his gloved thumb and forefinger,
holding it down against the wind that snatched up three Yamakas
only minutes earlier, Gilda still outside the earth;
I chase them down in heeled black boots,
along the memorial road heavy with centuries of processions,
to a field not yet consecrated, but waiting its turn.
The rubber of my soles dig hoof-shaped divots into the earth with
three dusty Yamakas clutched tight in my right hand,
Ready to be carried back to the ones left behind.
We pray. Mizmor le-david. Adonai Ro’i, lo echsar...
I stumble over “chets,”
For tears, for ignorance, for cold during the call and response.
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Akh tohv vah-chesed yirdefuni kol-yemei chaiyai,
ve-shavti be-veit-Adonai le-orekh yamim.
Chills wracked my body,
teeth banging against one another, jarring my jaws.
Dad drapes the end of his blanket on my shoulders,
I huddle up against his warm frame,
dress shirt hidden beneath T-shirts from the suitcases still in the trunk,
the black blazer he’s worn since college,
struggles to hold his outfit together.
We expected an indoor funeral.
Dad breathes hot air down the back of my neck,
prickling hairs standing on end.
I thaw back to sanity.
Rabbi pages through his Hesped—
voice tugged by the gale, but hunkering down,
marching toward our ears. His voices has a mission:
Gilda teaches youngsters the secret of books—
Love laces her heart—
virtue currents through her veins—
Faith frames her sole—
She makes one feel like the most important person
in all the world
when she sits down with them to talk—
best of friends,
best of wives,
best of sisters,
best of cousins,
Best of mothers, grandmothers
I know in my heart, best of aunts.
“My Judy told me to say, before closing today,
Something Gilda always told her:
‘live every moment better than the last.’”
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Al mekomah tavo veshalom.
Morris heaves three orange-clay shovelfuls onto the oakwood castet:
One for nefesh
One for ruach
One for neshama
Laying to rest her soul. He leaves,
I’ll never know his face.
Bruce, David, Gilda and Stevie's children follow. Pft, Pft, Pft,
Pebbles bounce, earth finds its way back to earth.
Next: Rabbi, cousin Jen, her brother.
Myself—
Vision blurry.
I take two stabs at the pile—
The first does nothing,
My hands shake–not from the cold.
Soil cascades from the well-used tool,
Clunking against the once unblemished wood.
I offer the shovel to my grandfather,
“I’m not putting dirt on her,” says her brother.
My little sister, Emma, takes her turn.
Will she one day burry me?
The task falls to the construction workers with their
mechanical excavator.
Dad hands me a chalky pebble to place on Stevie’s grave.
Cousins concoct lunch plans at the bagel place where we had breakfast—
Car doors slam. Grandpop squeezes my hand.
We roll through the cast iron gates of New Montefiore and smile
Through pensive looks, dimpling tear-stained cheeks.
We’re here, together, loving, living.
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Carol Grannick
THE LAST MOMENT
These particular flowers, not this week’s Shabbat gift,
but one week old, still blooming, catch my heart
like an unexpected lilac bush
suddenly redolent.
Maybe it’s the shape of the tall curved vase
and the way the pink of it deepens,
sliding from bottom to top, near-red
around opening’s imperfect mouth.
Or maybe it’s the chaotic way
each bloom heralds a different direction
reaching out in an exquisite accidental plan
slipped with haste into the glass
just a moment before
the Shabbat candles flame to life.
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Carol Grannick
AFTER SHIVA
We slouch on separate couches, you and I
in the room together, husband and wife. I’m on
the textured short blue sofa and you’re on the long,
soft velvet – blue, too.
I can’t explain my pain. You worry
because it’s wrapped me up away from you
these six weeks or more, after shiva, after shloshim,
six months after Mom’s death –
greeted with a sigh, a rush of a soft stream
somewhere, a slight darkness of no more chances
and no epilogues. Then something like a knife
or gale or rope settled in, tearing at my chest,
rushing any plans with you into oblivion
tugging me away from kisses
yet not being knife or wind or rope
I couldn’t touch it, toss it, rid myself
of it and so I let the pain in gently
allowing it to sicken and flood me
with blood and tears and wondering, Will it end?
I’ve never felt this way before.
But wait –here’s a still, small voice:
it speaks in the shadows with essential caresses
and I welcome the message of the whisper:
this is not new, this is old, old and remembered in your muscles,
bones, heart and brain. You have felt this before –
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the tearing, rushing, tugging when she birthed me,
then left me until the bleeding I caused, stopped.
Sobs from a sixty year gathering storm came but rained honey,
slipping through me, coating the anguish, mending the rips.
Now I rise from the textured, short
blue sofa, home again, and ease
into your blue velvet arms.
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Carol Grannick
ISRAELITIES LIKE BUTTERFLIES
On Erev Shabbat before I read Torah for the very first time
I dreamed of a disappearing yad
and of my glasses, thick and heavy,
slipping down my nose, clattering with sinful softness
on the holy letters.
Instead my glasses fog up in the cold room
because a warm breeze swoops in, wrapping
me around, transporting me
into crowds of Israelites, like butterflies
lifting the yad, pointing the way.
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Michael Amram
A SHOMER’S STORY
a thin man reaches for a cigarette,
lights it while he studies
arcs of angles in a Yahrtzeit flame
he was a rabbi of some means, a survivor
of sadistic crimes,
so a Yad now fingers an empty frame
plumes of smoke dance cavalier over a coffin
so the sage impales his world,
lamenting long its festered divisions
circled in smoke, a hologram comprises
blithe recantations
mined mortification of 6,000,000 lives
he inhales deep, drags past incrimination
seeing those who learned
the twisted lesson in the Auschwitz gate
he never forgets he was a Jew
he never forgets the oppression
he never regrets the life he's due
he will never forget the pain each
cigarette brings,
slowly reaching to light what was his fate
and his exhales relieve himself to work
through infinite cycles of grief,
discovering each time how long bodies wait.
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Sara Robinson
RED SUITCASE
“Pack what you can fit into
your large red suitcase. We
will be travelling a long distance,
but you won’t need much when
you get there.
This planet is no longer ours.
We are the resistance & we
know our lives will change.
The revolution will be in charge.”

I see I am in a pick-up truck
with some others & we head
toward some place—in the future.
We pass through towns, fields,
all in cinema wide screen. Two
of those in the truck brought their
guitars (in cases). Later we look
back & see they have fallen out.
We stop—head back for them.
One of the guys tells me he doesn’t
see my suitcase. Where did we lose
it? No way to know & we have
to move on. My pictures are gone.
No change of clothes.
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We drive on a snow-packed road
cut through deep drifts. It
stretches forever. Like the future.
We see this enormous building
where we will live—or die.
It is a pink adobe structure with
multiple levels alone on this plain.
We arrive, go through doors, down
hallways, corridors, into rooms. I
seem to float. Nurses appear in
starched white formal uniforms.
They have trays of medicine &
syringes. They tell me I will not
need anything I brought. I feel
sad because I don’t have my pictures.
A nurse comes closer with a syringe. I ask
if I can keep the memory of the taste of
whiskey. She says yes. I close my eyes.
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Diana Rosen
THE QUEEN
A bountiful Sunday brunch with relatives and,
in the center of the great room, a tiny sweet-faced
woman sits on an elaborately carved mahogany chair,
hands resting on the finely woven silk cloth draped
on her lap. Her three sons, cherubim each in his sixties,
circle around her, pause to kiss her flushed face, touch
her hands, murmur love. She nods in response, echoes
soft whispers of affection, caresses each face.
“She gave us life, twice,” the eldest explains to us. First,
of course, naturally; second, by driving away from the Russian
shetl sprouted in endless fields of wheat, away from pillaging
Cossacks, away from seeing her husband, and so many others,
slaughtered. We three, little boys, rode in unaccustomed silence
under piles of potatoes in that rickety wagon pulled by
the only horse left in the village, a mangy animal, whose strength
matched hers, perhaps grateful for renewed purpose.
We rode across the rocky floors
of the neighboring forest,
rode into the night,
rode into the noise and dust
of the far away city.
She never looked back.”
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David James
EACH NEW DAY!
The past crumbles like Feta cheese
on a salad made of grass
and hoses, wheelbarrows and chairs,
telephone poles, a fire pit, trees.
You can eat
whatever you want—vinyl siding, window glass,
shovels, books, a box of nails—
and no one can stop you.
You can be a priest, an actuary, a badass,
a woman in love with her fish,
and no one can stop you. You can learn Braille,
sign language, Japanese, Urdu, French.
You can ride horses or llamas;
shoot pheasants and deer; buy a boat and sail
across Lake Michigan; lie, cheat,
steal, and wallow in your own stench,
if you want. There’s only one rule down here:
you have to live the life you make.
Each new day places you at the workbench
where you can saw, glue and nail yourself into regret,
or into bliss.
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Eric Braude
GREAT-UNCLE SETS A TONE
Monumentally, he arrives at our modest flat
A block from synagogue, suspenders
Straddling the generosity of his midriff: Saul,
Sponsor long ago of Mother’s flight from Lithuania
To Southern Africa. Reads no English but
Counts with wholly acute acumen.
Five hundred seamstresses of color
Labor daily at his factory sewing burlap sacks for sugar.
Apartheid makes them disappear
By evening curfew. It’s Yom Kippur. Worn down fasting,
Saul is here to snooze between two services. As soul-searchers
Tiptoe around his heaving form, Saul starts to snore.
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Eric Braude
LOOKING FOR THE PLACE
Riffling through the prayer book,
Dad and I spent services
Disentangling vowels,
Huddling over Hebrew. Grown,
I relinquished orthodoxy, studied
Religions of The World.
Buddhism beckoned.
Now my Father's gone.
My Hebrew’s no less halting
But its antiquity converts me
To my youth. Next to me,
My Dad, his place.
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Toti O'Brien
HUSH
Then it came
the certainty they could make it
liquid amber spilled out of stone
soothing sores
unanswered questions
thirsty prayers.
They had listened
at birds chirping
sound shattered like glass.
Trouble had muted itself
no bitterness left
souls at rest.
The ending day
now whispered promises.
She would guard the lonely outpost
she said
keep it safe.
She’d thread
broken sparks
into beads
of rainbow
arching over the vacancy
assuming return.
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Helga Kidder
PRAISE
After snow and freeze, a lone jonquil flares
a bright light at the wood’s edge.
The moon’s fullness fading, a witness.
You’ve finally grown into yourself,
mapped out your own paradise,
the yoke you chose early,
nightly dreams stiffening your backbone,
lining your tongue with soft words.
You must be a minor god
creating with your hands and body
little miracles
that drizzled your years with sweetness.
Gusts push a bank of clouds over the ridge,
darkening the day.
You must turn on your own light.
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Ayşe Tekşen
STARS IN A PUDDING
Little stars
we add to our puddings.
Little motifs
metallic on our tongues.
We ask ourselves,
do we ever need them?
But without waiting
for the answer,
we get to the serious business of
eating the whole galaxy.
The moon and the sun
are not invaded yet
in this sugary sweet soup.
We need them
in our next trip
around the earth
as sightseeing materials
to boggle
the charisma
of the journey.
Halfway through the bowl,
we ask ourselves,
should we have made
chocolate bars, instead,
in which little earthquakes
of queasy pistachio or hazelnut trees
serve as mouth filling regiments
of savor and delight?
But we say no to that.
We are not little children after all—
at least we are not supposed
to be little ones,
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though we are
and will always be children.
We will not be fooled
by some bars of chocolate
to be carried
in our pockets.
We will dip
into our bowls,
spoon,
take mouthfuls,
and find ecstasy
pared plain in the jelly like structure
of the edible thing.
A bar of chocolate or even a huge box of them
cannot ever be compared
to this delicious boat,
to be palmed,
to be drunk from,
to be licked,
and most importantly
to be filled again
whenever emptied.
No bee can do this or no box.
Only for this reason
we are fond of puddings
whether virgin or universe spiced.
Our puddings last
till daytime
and our ecstasies, too.
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Dijulimaro
AN ENDLESS CYCLE
Each day at noon,
The antique stereo in the living room
cries in low, endurable screeches.
On the other end of engineered wires,
a clergy
and a plaque revered, with a blindfold.
They open jars
hollow and of stench, and seek mud
to wipe on exterior not their own.
It goes on.
Each day at noon,
they smile upon artificial buds,
and inhale scent of the synthetic with content.
It goes on.
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Julie Bloch Mendelsohn
THE AGE OF POST NOSTALGIA
The age of Post Nostalgia is fast approaching.
I learned this when I told my son
“The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog”
was the sentence you used to test your typewriter keys,
because it contained all the letters of the alphabet.
And then I realized by the puzzled look in his eyes,
as he tried to grasp my words and their meaning
that he had no idea what a typewriter was.
He did not laugh at it or long for it or even recall its form.
I remember feeding in the paper and winding the cartridge,
the ding of the bell when you reached the end of a line.
I had to think before hitting the keys because it was not easy to delete.
I have some pretty writing paper in the desk drawer
but no one reads letters anymore and
I wonder if I could fill a whole page with words.
There is a change blowing in from some unknown place.
I know that summer and fall used to be my favorite seasons,
but now I understand why old people love the spring.
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Michael Walker
FIRST CHRISTMAS AT YOUR FARM
—For Dan

You had no electricity that first Christmas
A tree hooked up to a car battery
Sister and I sat there
In the bones of drywall
Wondering if you had somehow
Gone crazy…
Out in the yard Wyandottes
Roosted in the trees
Bucklings
Rattled in the barn
You had found someone who loved those things
So you learned
Over time
To be a kind of squire too
But that first Christmas
Surrounded by the compounds
Of plain-spun Amish
The darkening moraines
So far from the
Past trajectory of your
Corporate climb
We sat and waited for you
To come

From last minute shopping spree
Our faces mottled
By those tiny lights
And rolled and rolled our eyes
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Chad Lutz
BI-PLANE OVER THE MOON
mower in the same spot
roadkill on the berm
the cows only stare
don’t smile
no smell of sewage
to report from CR 325 today
only cornstalks
towering an ocean
that rolls along the hills
like green needles
swaying in a wash
no cars
no planes
or passenger trains
just the rustle of soybeans
interrupting my breathing
amongst the ancient silos
dilapidated
rusting trucks abandoned
in the middle of a field
then a grating rumble
& the world pushes
against its peripheries
as a blue sky expanding
overhead reveals
a bi-plane soaring
over a midday moon
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Anca Mihaela Brum
EXISTENIAL QUESTIONS
What is left
of a soul that slowly
is flickering on the remnants
of its mind and heart?!?
How do I restore
my own fire
when everything is falling...
...yet growing?
How would I change
the rhythm of my Life
pressed against my own ear?
How can I be held responsible
for the consequences
when everything
is out of sequence?...
How would I freeze
that moment
which is irreplaceable
and insatiable?...
How would I remove
the sleepless nights
and unspent memories
from the edges of my being?
How can I cure someone
who falls under the weight of My Heart
so myself... I will not remain unsung?
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How many testaments of regrets
shall I write
to someone who has fallen
from the grace of my eyes?
How would I not let the cadence of my heart
to be taken for granted?...
Each bite and sniff of my life
reminds me of this fragmented world
and its hypnotic deception!...
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Channah Moshe
AUTUMN
I embrace the autumn of my life
Cool breezes replace the heat waves
I retrieve my sweaters
With goose bumps
As though an old rabbit
I suddenly recalled the pleasure
Of holding tight
The first downpour
Is like a cool refreshing drink
After a long hike under a midday sun
The outside world
Is harder to decipher
Through my weary eyes
Rain-stained windows
That amplify the within with meaning
Dawns the quiet understanding
That no one at work
Will appreciate or recall
The long hours I put in
Or the time I came in with a fever
The gentle acceptance
That if I don't reach for who I am
Give her a voice and backbone
It will be only too easy
For the loud and elbowed
To overrun her until even I
Will wonder if she was at all
The quiet listening to the clouds above
The blue-sky peeping between
And the autumnal sunsets
Spellbinding me with their
Crimson, glowing ambers
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This is the time to relish
The path I travelled
And to carefully calculate
With the remaining strengths
Which vision to fulfill
And which to way lay
By the side road
For someone else
Or no one
To leave one milestone
Along humanity's highway
To testify it was good
I lived
Struggled to make it right
For the moment
And beyond
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Michael H. Levin
IN DARWIN’S MIND
—Galapagos, 1835

From unfathomable depths
like cinder cones uplifted by a
fiery tidal floor, the thought flew skyward,
caught the light, skimmed feather-edged across
black lava beds and sulfur vents
his hobnail boots crunched tentatively
on: This land is new – might all its
living oddities be new as well?
What force could split a blue-foot diver
nesting on dry ground from red-foot cousins
squawking on bent sticks above?
What curved the beaks of mockingbirds
a fraction more than those on neighbor isles,
so puzzlingly re-measured on his long
sail home? He could not see these islets
marching by inches towards the east
as new ones rose behind, repeating
speciation on a global scale
and took three decades more to plumb that
five-day tour of hatchlings murdering
for life, and ocean mother of islands,
and change the mother of all.
Yet never really left the razor cliffs
and blue lagoons where first he glimpsed –
then fiercely as a hawk pursued
past pinnacles and comforting belief –

the infinite branched fingers
of a ceaselessly evolving god.
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Michael H. Levin
SAYING GRACE
—Started by Michael Caden O’Hara Levin, age three

Let’s hold hands for grace, he chirps,
let’s hold hands for joy.
Our touch of flesh flicks
round the room, then upward through
ancestral trees. High-booted
Carolina planters stare. PostRevolution veterans clearing
Ozark hills lean on their saws
an antique motorcade
burps by, while squat Volhynian
exiles trudge through hedgerows to a
reedy Bessarabian bassoon.
Worlds shuffle off
and nothing now remains
of shaggy venturers -- their chattel fields,
rank brew-vats, shrieking textile mills -or Philadelphia factories
wrung from Tsarist soil
yet still they congregate,
reclaimed one instant in a
small boy’s shining face.
Outside, deer nuzzle
young azalea blooms.
Our local red fox on its haunches,
lit by streetlight, grooms a paw.
It’s buoyancy
we’re grasping for
riding these hands
this quarter moon

a quiet sapphire sky.
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Michael H. Levin
NOVENAS
“Theirs was a 25-year romance. Then the love
of her life took a bullet to save a stranger.”
--Washington Post, June 2016

What happened, Holy Spirit?
We had a deal – confession
every week, all candles lit,
a faith unaltered from first
sacrament. What was prescribed
to hoop our house with grace.
One twitch it took to tumble all that
down: chance crossings in a parking lot,
an ugly gun, the flash, a smack like
cleavers hitting beef; and each last thread of
home was gone. Show me, dear Spirit,
what prayer will weave him back again
or ravel the safe quiet of our glide
or vest again with light these dry
novenas that I mutter
to an empty night.
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Alan Walowitz
THE KREMLIN BARBER SHOP
After waiting my turn for years on this hard bench,
I tumble into the chair, while Arik,
born and raised in Soviet, and stoic as Putin
set to interrogate yet another poet,
unfurls the cape over my head
and makes me feel what it’s like to disappear.
My glasses are gone, and I can hardly see in the scarred mirror
where a weary sigh comes from above and behind,
and then, You want the normal, Boss?
I’m sure he means “the usual?”
though he’s an artist—and now that he’s half-drowned
the scissor and comb in Barbicide, who am I to argue?
Me? Normal? Little chance even Arik can work such magic
on someone disheveled so long
that young as he was when he first took his place,
only steel-grey shards tumble, like snow in Red Square,
now that we’ve arrived at the appointed hour.
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Donald Cauble
WHAT DOES YOUR HEART SAY TO YOU?
They see the Source as a Controller.
A misunderstanding, indeed.
—David Pendarus, Just so

All gods are manmade gods,
golden idols,
graven images,
elephants and turtles,
sacred stones,
million dollar watches,
political systems, shopping
malls and historical myths,
this, that, and the other,
one rabbit hole after another
in an ever diminishing rabbit hole—
a house of mirrors,
and each reflected image
belongs to someone else,
a stranger, a shadow,
a ghost of times gone by.
I will not worship these gods!
I will love only the Source
that lives in my heart,
in the center, the temple,
the wildness of my being.
This Source has no name.
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Yet I hear His voice, I see Her face,
in every living thing.

This Source burns in my soul
like fire,
breathes
through my body, a cosmic breath,
and lights up my eyes
like the ten thousand suns
in the belly of Picasso.
What does your god say to you
in the quiet of the night?
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Patty Seyburn
BOKER TOV
It is all I can do
to nudge my feet into
slippers so the floor
does not argue
with my achilles tendon,
swish mouthwash, stretch
an L, heels yearning toward
the ceiling, no bend in
the legs, grind a bean
to lace a thick liquid
and offer a few words
of it remains to be seen
while You have dawn
to pull off, no mean feat,
nightly negotiation
of going going gone,
day’s scrim rendered,
dew delivered – now, what do
I owe, to be done? What
offers tendered?
What dreams surrendered?
What wheat gleaned?
At dusk, will I know if
You stood back, or intervened?
Does it matter? Does it fetter?
From the voice – chorus –
din – that mutters –
sputters – do better.
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Britta R. Kollberg
AFTER GREAT PAIN
—A Psalm, Upon the Gittith

after
great

pain

I got all numb and started to bury the memories of
my crouching along the sofa
what else in the world is as great, what is deeper than
the moment of finally
feeling nothing
anymore,
stretching out, empty
is what stays, in the tips of my hair
dangling down, threatening over me like a sword

until it drops
I will sing
upon the gittith

Heard from Emily Dickinson
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Catherine Eaton Skinner
PRAYER FOR THE NEW YEAR
I can only touch
those close
those within reach
I can only show
those who come
those who see
may I gather the light
the birds’ voice
the flowers’ fragility
the children’s song
my father’s & mother’s history
the moon’s endurance
the water’s clarity
the seed’s promise
my children’s love and hope
and with my hands
and with my heart
and with my eyes
place it down
my gift
to the new year
to the new ones
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Catherine Eaton Skinner
Gya-Gyë
necessities
conflicts
joys
sorrows
interrupt my obsession with paint
seemingly random output
as individual as the days
built upon the last
second to last
one hundred eight
one more bead on the mala
one more knot on the twine
I lay down my energies
bird tracks in the snow
souls on the hill
ravens in the trees
the history of these works
becomes the chronicle of my life
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Catherine Eaton Skinner
WHEN THE GRASS LIES STILL
a certain time of day
when the wind
holds its breath
when the grass lies still
bathed in red light
blue shadow
burrowing below
dark roots of memory
over quiet hills
through leaden skies
on the whispering wings
of black birds
the wind exhales
the grass begins to stir
waiting
curious
changed
I come home
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JoAnne Blackwelder
LAST GIFT
At the end of my visit, Mama
pulls out a shrink-wrapped box,
and I help her cut the film. Inside
the package are opalescent tubes
and gilded jars of expensive creams.
“I saw these advertised on TV, some
new magic to keep you looking good.
An old woman like me doesn’t
need them. Take them because
you’re still young and beautiful.”
I take them to humor her, but also,
I want to believe. Days later she dies,
and I realize that with the gift
she has given me the task
of making sense of her last word.
I apply her luxurious creams,
work at beauty being truth
until I can’t ignore the rash and
Mama’s tired face in my mirror,
shadowed with her beauty’s end.
In April I think, Mama died in April,
when my daughter is in labor
and they think maybe her water
broke days ago and speak
of losing my granddaughter.
Then at dawn the child is born,
her face mirroring my daughter’s
and mine, as I marvel at
my dying mother’s word, giving
up her magic. It was Daughter.
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JoAnne Blackwelder
LIFE SUPPORT
—for Ann

fire truck
ambulance
police
flash
blue
red
white
screech
and park
at the brick
fortress - like
condos
where that
old lady
yelled
at me
for walking
my dog through
the courtyard
maybe
the same
who had
the Hyundai
I admired
who said
she had
special
ordered
that beige
Landau top
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who gave me
sweatshirts
for my breast
surgery
who once
babysat
Mike’s boys
who smoked
at Mike’s
party and
worried
someone
might steal
her Scotch
Mike said
she was in
the hospital
months
later
the Hyundai
was gone
I guess
the daughter
who
Mike’s
wife said
never
visited
came
for it
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Tatenda Murigo
POTTER
My skin is a
Patchwork of ancestry,
And I can only imagine
My forefathers
Weaving each
Ebony-dipped fiber
Together,
Debating with God
On which shade is better,
They thread the needle
With such accuracy,
A melanin so finely stitched
You can’t see
The soul beneath,
I can see
God’s hands on my exterior
Painting stretch marks
Hoping I’ll never be inferior
To the force of nature.
He made this shell voluptuous
He called it His home,
A temple of testimony
That I am His most sun-kissed throne.
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Tatenda Murigo
BBB
Whenever
I hear the word fat
My soul always whispers my name
As if it’s part of my holy stretching
Of skin
As if it’s not within this covering
As if it’s not folded in between
Lightning marks and thunder thighs
As if the moon
Finds more reason
To shine at night:
As if the ceiling fan is broken
On a summer evening like this,
Making me sweat;
I’m a sweet kind of thick.
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Ruth Rotkowitz
CRACKERS
Little packets, filched from diners, restaurants,
Saved from take-out orders
Crumbling in their graying plastic
Sinking to the bottom of every pocket.
Easy to carry, to hide, to slip
To a hungry child.
Who looks up to your loving face
With big, wondering eyes, needy.
Eyes that clutch and do not understand.
That world is not gone.
When I close my eyes in the silent blackness
The blackness that condemns me
That cries out from the depths of my pockets
Where now
Now
Crouch the crackers in their sealed bubble.
That dreary, striped pajama uniform
Still scratches at my neck
In cruel mockery of comfy warmth
And safe, cozy good-nights.
Its pockets always empty.
It matters not that I sleep these many years
In whatever least recalls
Those long-ago pajamas
On soft sheets beneath a glittering chandelier
Behind doors that lock and keep me safe.
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For those eyes, forever a child’s, sweet and innocent,
Still await
The most natural expectation of all – a mother’s love
And protection.
Next time, I’ll be ready.
Able to slip you something, so many crackers.
You’ll be saved, your tiny hand resting now in mine,
As we stroll beneath the drifting leaves.
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Alecz Yeager
CAROLINA CLAY
On a street named after Rambo,
in a clay yard, with a few tufts
of grass pushing through the cracks,
a couple, tangled up in nicotine and humidity,
allow their young children to play on a splintered swing set
with no slide, no ladder, and only one swing
that jerks when they go too high.
But the children know no better,
because they’re lucky to have a swing set at all.
They don’t notice the money issues or the missing slide
and the clay feels better on their feet, than itchy grass, anyway.
Their dad smokes on the porch with their mom,
who tries to hide her cigarette from their view,
while her husband’s best friend,
also known as the man who lives in their attic
and whose rent saves their asses most months,
hands her a warm Dr. Pepper
And when night falls,
their father’s best friend retreats
up to his makeshift loft.
The children try to sleep, but the sound
of a copper frying pan
denting their mother’s counter
keeps them up.
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The yelling fizzles
as their gravel driveway is ripped apart
by heated rubber and their father’s pride,
And after minutes of silence,
one of the children embraces the wreckage,
worried for the loss of her house’s sanity,
And her mother acts as if her hands aren’t shaking,
even if the water marks on her cheeks
scream for relief,
But the child’s early wisdom writes,
“I don’t believe you” across her pupils
and her guardian lets a gust of air
sigh out of her chest
before beginning her lecture
on self-reliance.
The sound of her mother’s wounded voice
seeps into the girl
like the milk she lets her
flavor with bold coffee.
It burrows under her skin
and makes homes in her subconscious,
always there,
always clinging to her need for a room that’s not shared
with a crusty toddler.
It strangles her high school years,
of staying in on Friday nights to write
AP papers on A Doll’s House and Huckleberry Finn,
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and falls asleep on pre-calculus formula sheets.
It rides shot gun to every decision she makes
about whether she should go away for college
or stay close to home so that traveling is easier,
and whether her parents can afford out-of-state tuition.
It leads her towards opportunities
in research publications on dialect
and degrees in subjects
that were never tangible for her mother.
It plans for the day that
her parents won’t have to struggle,
and the counter tops won’t dent so easily,
and they won’t need a tenant to get by,
but she still won’t mind the Carolina clay.
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Nels Hanson
PRODIGAL SON
In all modesty I must tell you
our Holy Book told our Master’s
story wrong. It’s true my brother
persuaded my father to divide
his estate, vineyard and orchard
and the animals we had tended
together, and he went away and
squandered his money on willing
women and wine and left my father
in grief and me to do twice the work.
With my new labor and comforting
my sad father I felt fatigue and fierce
anger for a long time until one day
I did my chores without hate and
wiped my father’s tears without
self-pity because I understood my
lot was the will of God, and that He
was my father, and all I did I did
gladly for Him. When my brother
came home hungry and penniless
after herding pigs and longing for
the poor food they ate no one
would give him it was I before my
joyous father could ask who placed
a fine robe on my brother’s shoulders
and precious ring onto his empty
finger. In joy I killed the fatted calf
and served it as I’d kept His fields.
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Jane Ellen Glasser
EPIDEMIC
Riches won’t stop them,
bribery is out of the question,
and fame is a red balloon
already sailing away.
Lectures, well-reasoned talks,
therapies, the promise of pills-like pelicans trying to fill
their buckets in a desert-have come up empty.
They’re accused of being
selfish, indifferent to the pain
they leave behind.
Pain erased,
I would argue,
on the altar of stopped clocks
carries more weight
by weighing nothing.
Don’t blame me
for the recent epidemic.
I only take the ones
who properly woo me,
those who are dead
serious about wanting
out.
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I don’t advertise
or offer coupons.
I force nothing.
I let each be the god
of the time and the way.
Craving the drug
of oblivion, in droves
they come knocking.
I simply open the door.
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Sidney Bending
WALK INTO THE NOW
Walk into the now:
roll the earth under your toes;
legs an extension of the ground.
Save small treasures in your mind’s basket:
calligraphy left behind by a banana slug;
ant intrusion into a peony blossom.
Breathe today’s signature:
fresh hatched pine cones;
powder trail of butterfly wings.
Relish this day’s pattern in the air:
shaft of sunlight, stiff as a broom;
black birds tacking up a blue curtain.
Listen to the small:
soft murmurs of opening buds;
gentle horizon releases the moon.
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Suzanne Nielsen
LIE IN HONOR
There they are the cardinal pair flitting back and forth
hovering a hair above the bare branches of the lilac tree
to the austere overgrown brush to the right of the house.
Caught in wonder the woman inside trails their pattern
to include 94 attempts to break through the sliding glass
doors while grieving the death of an evangelist icon the
same day the town hall meeting calls out the NRA.
Today my father would be 94, an age beyond his
embrace. But let us imagine him here right now cracking
open the glass door just enough for the cardinals to contemplate
engaging in dialogue and asking with sincerity why the hole in
the wall is covered with a tarnished crucifix.
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Charlene Langfur
STARTING OVER AT THE END AGAIN
I always think starting over will be harder
than it is, full of regular and profound ideas and
insouciant dreams, everything as it seems possible
and then, when it actually comes, it is always
more accidental, less than planned, rising
out of the daily and the small and building up into
even bigger change. At ease and then ka-boom.
A little garden planted for seeds. A paper cup full
of nasturtium seeds and sunflowers, the giant ones
destined to be as tall as I am. All my gardens
start with a picture on a small pad. I draw the rows
with a number 2 pencil and add stems and petals
as I move along until it is all flush and ready
for the real deal. This is what happens when I add
the heavy work, unpack the boxes, complete another move
from one place to another, prepare to stay for the long haul
as if I have never done it before. I pile up the extra paper
for recycling, find new wall hooks to hang up the picture
of Georgia O’ Keefe’s rose, the one I’ve carried with me
for years, the white rose on the blue background,
it always reminds me of blooming at first sight.
In the picture the petals are opening up into the world
the same as a dancer’s arms reaching out in the middle
of a solo act, as if there has to be more and the dancer
knows it. Starting over is this way, like it or not,
on stage without a script or direction and going for more
again but not exactly sure of what. By morning I am out
walking again with my honey colored dog along
the canyon edges next to the giant palm trees, ancient,
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heavy with gist, of age and DNA, and I’m counting
three steps at a time looking for what comes next
and trying to forget about it at the same time, but of course
I am already involved in it, all that is new, the wild dry grass,
clouds moving idly into the mountains and I’m holding
on tight as if I can stay in place this time, starting over
at the end ready to go as far as I can go
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Charlene Langfur
THE RISE
Every day I am trying to rise off the ground
take to an early morning walk after sunrise catching
at the gold light as it sorts itself out into the sky.
New shoes today, black leather tie shoes with arches
so light I think I am walking on air, high tech stuff
from Asia. And I’m here again which is the point, isn’t it?
Buying a few zinnias at the highway store, yellow and
pink, wild orange, the kind of flower used to making
it through the desert summer, another one, the summers
are never easy here, staying alive is part of it and blooming
is another, reaching out for what thrives in the middle of
moving at all. A mug of organic espresso to start and
a bowl of strawberries, the taste of life in them,
a few California walnuts, super foods, super food as
if they can do more than any other. The canyon I see
out my window is the color of first light of day, pellucid,
ecru. Seamless, it passes like we do, a big show, quiet,
the sky moving above it. I’m walking past the purple heather,
the low mesquites covered with green leaves because that is
what they do, flourish, produce, it is true for any life form
and those of us here who never give in to the hotness,
the most difficult time of year with periods of 120 degrees.
Esoteric heat. These days I think I survive mysteriously
on this earth with each day, with new breath in it, I am new
and old, taking heart and soul to make it, a gay woman and
a rescued dog working as hard as we can late into the night,
reading essays, writing poems about the Sonoran Desert with
an oasis in it, growing aloe and calendula and promoting life,
a day in the middle of June, unique, ordinary, explosive,
rising off the ground with our words and walking
and breathing and getting on with it, all of it rising
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